Interfaith Center’s Annual Lake Party!
ADVANCE SIGN-UP REQUIRED
Dawn 313-204-0060, dawnkswartz@gmail.com
Where: Murray Lake, 7994 Plymouth Rd. at Curtis, Ann Arbor, 48105
Entrance looks just like a private driveway and a white farm house until you see the power gate. And
that's because it is. Emergency no. 734-663-8981
Date: Sunday June 23 from 1-9 pm. (at park closing)
Cost: fee at the gate is $6 This fee will be paid by the Caring Committee if you request it.
Bring: Something to share for the meal. Sign up on the easel in the community room. Plate, cups and
plasticware will be provided.
Prepare yourself for R and R: Sweatshirt if it's cold; swimsuit if it's not. A stiff Wind off the water often
comes up so a hat and windbreaker can be helpful. But bring yourself a comfortable seat for serious
relaxation, and balls, frisbee, bubbles etc. for when you or the kids get bored. Don't forget that bugs can
come out in June! We typically sit under a huge tree for shade but sunblock is needed when elsewhere.
Bring comfy walking shoes as there are trails on uneven ground as well as hills and the usual tree roots
reaching out to trip you up! Kayaks are popular as well as canoes but know you must hand carry them
down a steep hill for launch.
All water toys are acceptable but NO PETS ARE ALLOWED.

MAKE SURE TO SIGN UP AHEAD OF THAT SUNDAY BECAUSE DAWN HAS TO TYPE UP A GUEST LIST on
the day before. This is a private lake and the owners almost got spooked after a season of vandalism and
destruction. So only friends and friends of friends are allowed entry. And this works well for them. If you
get caught not having signed up you'll have to ride there with someone who HAS SIGNED UP and go as a
family member. Which is usually no problem at Interfaith! Only one person per car has to sign up.
A final note: Murray Lake is RUSTIC. The toilets do flush and sinks do give water but it is well water and
there are no frills elsewhere. The are Men and Womens changing rooms, but once again, RUSTIC. Come
prepared to "ruff it". Enter into yesteryear where is no canteen, no souvenir shops and nearly everyone
is nice.
The second final note: If you have been thinking one of your neighbors or friends might like what we
have going at interfaith, please sign them up and invite them. It has been said we are a likable crowd
AND ESPECIALLY SO WHEN HAVING A PARTY! It's no problem if someone on the guest list doesn't make
it.
Dawn 313-204-0060, dawnkswartz@gmail.com

